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Press Release 
 

LEDView530 Provides Essential Support for Showstate 
 

Bradford, Yorkshire, UK, February 15, 2019 – Following their recent investment in PL2.5 LED 

tiles, ShowState an Event technology solutions based in Berkshire has the need to create an 

out of the box solution that would cover a number of situations encountered by their team.  

ShowState have used the LED tiles a number of times as a replacement for a projector or 

where there is a lot of ambient light, or there isn’t enough space in the room for rear 

projection.  In addition they were finding a growing number of clients wanting to update their 

content at the last minute and expect it to be managed.  

 

 

“For these reasons the Calibre LEDView530 has become an essential part of our LED tile 

control rack.  It allows us to quickly fit content to the screen regardless of any video 

equipment upstream.  Intuitive access to output window size has been the most used feature 

so far” Said Josh Nash,  Technical Manager for ShowState.   

 

“Being able to attach multiple units to a wireless router and adjust has been particularly useful 

for doing colour adjustments whilst keeping the scalers near to our LED controllers.” He 

continued 
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Mr. Willy Tsai Managing Director for Calibre commented “Calibre has a long standing 

reputation for providing the very best solution and service and the LEDView530 shows the 

continued commitment to these very high Standards” 
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About Calibre 
 

Calibre was established in 1988, Bradford, and respected World-wide for providing image 

scaling technology for use with large LED videowalls primarily used for Concerts, Award 

Ceremonies, Rental/Staging and Advertising and for image scalers for professional projection 

applications. Calibre is a highly effective OEM partner to many well-known companies in 

specialist markets, providing customized image scaling and processing solutions. Calibre 

became part of the Coretronic Corporation in August 2017. 

 

About ShowState 
 

ShowState was established in 2004 to provide excellent event production services to 

corporate clients.  Driven by a desire to offer high end, high value technical and creative 

solutions, ShowState has enjoyed great success in helping their clients understand and utilise 

the constantly changing and expanding technologies that are available today to the events 

industry. 
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